April 30.

Dear:—

Remind Dr. Wu of her material and errand, if you still have opportunity. Flanner's historical survey of our activities might go well with my brief statement and present emphasis. Hope the stamp will be coming through soon and we can get the University account straightened up at the Bank. Suppose Mac will bring pictures. If not, you might try sections by mail.

Papers O.K. Not much word from you for a while. Sent University budget and ex-Planetary stuff yesterday by boat.
Library cleared out, and painful process going on at Short Course (Rural Teachers') and Periculture. Some proposals for tennis on courts next Swacey. Too many squatters' huts above the others, plus incidental damage to fences and so on. Have it looked for shoes here, and may need to send to you Hankow's experience yesterday must have tragic and exciting, according to reports.

I love you dearly, and appreciate your good spirit in these hard times - dearie.